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Abstract

This work proposes two Optimal Control formulations for trajectory optimization: Minimum
time path tracking and minimum Time trajectory optimization. Firstly, the vehicle dynamics is
introduced and is reformulated in a way that eases the optimization formulation. Secondly, the track is
parametrized and a change of variables is performed to adapt the optimal control problem. To transform
the problem in a large scale optimization problems direct transcription methods were employed. At
last, the problem is solved exploiting nonlinear optimization methods, such as interior-point(IP),
sequential quadratic programming(SQP) and Second Order Cone Programming (SOCP).
Keywords: Trajectory Optimization, Optimal Control, Motion Planning, Second Order Cone
Programming applications

I. Introduction

Trajectory optimization is a specificity of the more
general and commonly used term motion planning.
In [1] LaValle presented motion planning as an im-
portant collision course of robotics, artificial intelli-
gence and control theory. In robotics, motion plan-
ning is related with problems such as how to move
an object from one division into another without
hitting anything. The field has been maturing and
nowadays is common to include uncertainties and
multiple bodies. In regards of artificial intelligence,
planning was typically related with the sequence of
operations necessary for the transition from an ini-
tial state into a desired one. Mostly since the 1990’s,
there has been a growing interest within the control
field to find the open-loop trajectories for non-linear
systems. Motion planning is a key subject that is
inherent to a great number of robotics applications,
from medical applications [2, 3, 4], industrial appli-
cations [5], autonomous urban-navigation [6, 7, 8, 9]
and military logistics [10]. In the 1980’s and beggin-
ing of 1990’s, robotics manipulators were too slow
to justify their use economically. Their productivity
was limited by speed, which was limited by torque
actuators. Nonetheless, increasing torques was not
seen as the best solution, due to the increase in cost,
power consumption and inertia. The solution to
justify the use of manipulators was to perform min-
imum time motion planning, i.e. minimize the time
needed to perform a given task, subject to actua-
tor’s constraints [11]. The scientific community that
study and concern motion planning and trajectory

optimization, including minimum time and mini-
mum energy problems, has three widely accepted
approaches to solve this family of problems. The
first method was proposed by Brobow, Dubowsky
and Gibson in [11]. It is a practical method that
surpassed the limited computational of that time
by defining a path by a small number of control
points and then using a novel algorithm, at that
time, to compute the minimum time velocity pro-
file. Next the control points position is varied in
order to get the minimum time trajectory, thus it
can be reckoned as an indirect method. The so-
lution for a special family of paths was proven to
be bang-bang. This method was mainly used for
manipulators, but was also successfully applied to
an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) over an un-
even terrain [12]. Later, the algorithm was im-
proved to deal with manipulator dynamic singular-
ities [13], which expanded its applicability, since it
presented a method to solve non bang-bang prob-
lems. Other similar approaches were presented such
as [14], which have modelled the torque constraints
as quadratic instead of a mere function of velocity
and position . Shiller’s later work, once again ex-
ploits this approach to introduce more efficient al-
gorithms, for offline and online motion planning, us-
ing the branch and bound method with more care-
ful constraints classification for a car over uneven
terrain and with multiple obstacles [15]. The solu-
tion provided in [16] was also innovative since it is
assumed to be one order of magnitude faster than
[11, 14]. Such results were achieved by an exhaus-
tive exploration of the switching points timing, i.e.,
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the timing determines when the robot should ac-
celerate or decelerate, which is the most demand-
ing task in terms of computational time. Another
strategy to solve this problem is to apply Bellman’s
dynamic programming principal [17, 14], but due to
its high computational effort has not been widely
used.

The second great method to solve this prob-
lem is by direct transcription [18, 19, 20], which
is mostly, within the field of trajectory optimiza-
tion, a strategy to solve Optimal Control problems.
This method transforms a continuous problem into
a dicrete one, reducing therefore the complexity of
some problems and increasing its computational ef-
ficiency. To use direct transcription one has to for-
mulate the problem as convex, and once it is done
each variable is discretized, facilitating the solution
of the problem. This approach has been success-
fully applied not only to a manipulator to minimize
time over a fixed path [21, 22, 23] but also for mini-
mizing time in a track subject to its boundaries and
to the car dynamics [24, 25, 26, 27].

II. Vehicle Dynamics

In this section is presented the vehicle dynamics
model chosen to further be used, which is the bicy-
cle model herewith a linear simplified tyre model.
The tyre model adopted assumes that the lateral,
Fy, and longitudinal, Fx forces vary linearly and
proportionally with slip angle, α, and slip ratio,
SR. The bicycle model is a simple model, in the
way that it condenses in two wheels, one for each
axle, the behaviour of four wheels. Therefore, both
front wheels cornering stiffness are taken as a sin-
gle quantity, Cαf

, and the same is done for the
real axle, Cαr . As for the longitudinal force, the
same assumption was done, consequently, the con-
tribution of the longitudinal force for the yaw mo-
ment is neglected. This approximation was done to
avoid modelling an electric or mechanical differen-
tial. Moreover, Ackermann geometry concerns [28]
are also neglected, hence each wheel steering an-
gle is equal. The bicycle model is a well known
model for control, since it is easily described as
a state-space model, accounting for tyre and rigid
body dynamics, which results in more reliable con-
trol actions, when compared with kinematic models.
Load transfer could be added to this model, how-
ever that was not the choice, once again to simplify
the problem. Nonetheless, such assumption results
in a conservative solution, since the bicycle model
underestimates the cornering and accelerating ca-
pabilities of the vehicle [29]. It occurs, due to the
fact that load transfer increase the vertical load on
the outer wheels and, consequently, its cornering
stiffness. Moreover, the outer wheel, typically, has

a higher slip angle which multiplies with the greater
cornering stiffness, resulting in greater lateral force
produced by the axle. A schematic of this model is
represented in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Representation of the longitudinal model
including slip angles, αf,r, vehicle sideslip, β and
the loads on each wheel, Fxf

,Fyf ,Fxr and Fyr .

with δ as the steering angle, αf and αr as the
front and rear slip angles, respectively. Addition-
ally, , each wheel velocity vector defined as vf ,r =

(vxf,r
, vyf,r ), and βf,r =

vyf,r
vxf,r

. Furthermore, the

vehicle velocity vector as V = (vx, vy), the body
sideslip as β =

vy
vx

, and the yaw rate quantity as
r. Moreover, each axle lateral force is defined as
Fyf,r = Cαf,r

αf,r, arising from the tyre model lin-
earization [30], defining the cornering stiffness as

Cα =
∣∣∣limα→0

∂Fy

α

∣∣∣. At last, the longitudinal wheel

load, represented as Fxf,r
= CSRf,r

SRf,r, with SR
as the slip ratio and the longitudinal slip coefficient
defined as CSR =

∣∣limSR→0
∂Fx

SR

∣∣.
Considering small steering angles, sin(δ) ≈ 0 and

cos(δ) ≈ 1 and taking the longitudinal, lateral and
yaw moment equilibrium, one arrives at

mv̇x = mrvy + CSRf
SRf + CSRrSRr −Kv2x

mv̇y = −mrvx + Cαf
αf + Cαrαr

Iz ṙ = a1Cαf
αf − a2Cαrαr

(1)

with K reprsenting a longitudinal resistance coeffi-
cient and a1 and a2 as the front and rear axles dis-
tance to the CoG, respectively. Iz is the moment of
inertia taken about the z-axis. The slip angles αf
and αr, may be defined as

αf = δ − vy + a1r

vx
(2a)

αr =
vy − a2r

vx
(2b)
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Notwithstanding, the biclycle model of equation
1 can be derived by means of the Euler-Lagrange
approach, using q = (x, y, ψ) as generalized coordi-
nates, which constitutes an advantage for the opti-
mization to be presented in the following sections1.
Thus, from the Euler-Lagrange equations

d

dt

∂LT

∂q̇
− ∂LT

∂
= u (3)

with u as the generalized forces and L(q, q̇) =
T (q, q̇)− V (q), in which T and V represent the ki-
netic the potential energies, respectively. Exploit-
ing such set of equations results in

Mq̈ + C(q̇) + F(q̇) = u (4)

where M is the mass matrix, R3x3, C is the matrix
accounting for centripetal and resistive forces, i.e.
drag, R3x1 and F is a matrix with the tyre friction
related coefficients, R3x1.

M =

m 0 0
0 m 0

0 0 Iz


C(q̇) =

−mẏψ̇ −Kẋ2

mẋψ̇
0


F(q̇) =

 0

Cαf
( ẏẋ + a1

ψ̇
ẋ ) + Cαr (

ẏ
ẋ − a2

ψ̇
ẋ )

a1Cαf
( ẏẋ + a1

ψ̇
ẋ )− a2Cαr (

ẏ
ẋ − a2

ψ̇
ẋ )


u =

4.6875m 0
0 Cαf

0 a1Cαf

[up
δ

]
(5)

where up is the pedal position, −1 ≤ up(t) ≤ 1.

III. Problem Formulation

For sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the ve-
hicle moves along the track centerline, from the
initial point s0 until the final point sf . To allow
the car deviate from this path, a vector n⃗(s), or-
thogonal to the body x − axis, is defined at each
point s as n(s) = [sin(ψ0(s)),−cos(ψ0(s))]. Fur-
thermore, the car transversal car position may vary
from −bmax until bmax along the direction n⃗(s), fig.
2. Thus, the transversal car position is defined as
b(s) ∈ [−bmax(s),−bmax(s)]. Moreover, defining
r0(s) = (x0(s), y0(s)) one arrives at

r(s) = r0(s) + b(s)n(s) ⇔

⇔
[
x(s)
y(s)

]
=

[
x0(s)
y0(s)

]
+ b(s)

[
sin(ψ0(s))
−cos(ψ0(s))

]
(6)

One is assuming a normalized path vector, s(0) =
0 ≤ s(t) ≤ s(T ) = 1, with T as the final time. Ap-
plying the chain rule to change time dependency to

Y

X

r0 (s)

n⃗(s)

bmax

ṡ

y0

x0

ψ0(s)

Figure 2: Representation of the track parametriza-
tion adopted

spatial dependency, one obtains the velocities and
accelerations in equation 7.

vx = ẋ = x′ṡ ax = ẍ = x′s̈+ x′′ṡ2

vy = ẏ = y′ṡ ay = ÿ = y′s̈+ y′′ṡ2
(7)

Computing now the first and second derivative of
x and y, in equation 7, with respect to s

x′(s) = x′0(s) + b′(s)sin(ψ0(s)) + b(s)ψ′
0cos(ψ0(s))

y′(s) = y′0(s)− b′(s)cos(ψ0(s)) + b(s)ψ′
0sin(ψ0(s))

x′′(s) = x′′0(s) + b′′(s)sin(ψ0(s))

+ 2b′(s)ψ′
0(s)cos(ψ0(s))

+ bψ′′
0 (s)cos(ψ0(s))− bψ′2

0 (s)sin(ψ0(s))

y′′(s) = y′′0 (s)− b′′(s)cos(ψ0(s))

+ 2b′(s)ψ′
0(s)sin(ψ0(s)) + bψ′′

0 (s)sin(ψ0(s))

+ bψ′2
0 (s)cos(ψ0(s))

(8)

To increase readability of the afore equations, one
adds the following notation for the vector n⃗(s) and
its first and second derivatives taken for s

nx(s) = sin(ψ0(s))

ny(s) = −cos(ψ0(s))

n′x(s) = ψ′
0(s)cos(ψ0(s))

n′y(s) = ψ′
0(s)sin(ψ0(s))

n′′x(s) = ψ′′
0 (s)sin(ψ0(s))− ψ′2

0 (s)sin(ψ0(s))

n′′y(s) = ψ′′
0 (s)sin(ψ0(s)) + ψ′2

0 (s)cos(ψ0(s))

Combining equations 8 and 9 one arrives at

x′(s) = x′0(s) + b′(s)nx(s) + b(s)n′x(s)

y′(s) = y′0(s) + b′(s)ny(s) + b(s)n′y(s)

x′′(s) = x′′0(s) + b′′(s)nx(s) + 2b′(s)n′x(s)

+ b(s)n′′x(s)

y′′(s) = y′′0 (s) + b′′(s)ny(s) + 2b′(s)n′y(s)

+ b(s)n′′y(s)

(9)

Substituting equations 9 on equations 7, one ob-
tains
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vx(s) = [x′0(s) + b′(s)nx(s) + b(s)n′x(s)] ṡ

vy(s) =
[
y′0(s) + b′(s)ny(s) + b(s)n′y(s)

]
ṡ

ax(s) = [x′0(s) + b′(s)nx(s) + b(s)n′x(s)] s̈

+ [x′′0(s) + b′′(s)nx(s) + 2b′(s)n′x(s) + b(s)n′′x(s)] ṡ
2

ay(s) =
[
x′0(s) + b′(s)ny(s) + b(s)n′y(s)

]
s̈

+
[
y′′0 (s) + b′′(s)ny(s) + 2b′(s)n′y(s) + b(s)n′′y(s)

]
ṡ2

(10)

The only quantity yet to define is the yaw, ψ,
which would be computed as

ψ(s) = tan−1

(
y0(s) + b(s)ny(s)

x0(s) + b(s)nx(s)

)
≈ ψ0(s)

ψ′(s) = ψ′
0(s)

ψ′′(s) = ψ′′
0 (s)

(11)

which represents a linearization, which remains
valid when the track width, bmax is small. Such
approximation is quite useful, since it avoids highly
non-linear terms, potentially harm for implementa-
tion.

Once again resorting to the chain rule one can
rewrite the time dependent generalized coordinates,
q as a function of the path variable s

q̇ =
dq

ds

ds

dt
= q′ṡ (12)

q̈ =
dq

ds

d2s

dt2
+

d

ds

(
dq

ds

)
= q′s̈+ q′′ṡ2 (13)

At this point, one is capable of rewriting equa-
tions 5 in

Mq̈(s) = m1(s, b(s), b
′(s))s̈

+m2(s, b(s), b
′(s), b′′(s))ṡ2

C(q̇) = c(s, b(s), b′)

F(q̇) = f(s, b(s), b′)

(14)

which for sake of space will not be shown here.

The modified vehicle governing dynamics can be
condensed in

R(s)
[
m1(s, b(s), b

′(s))s̈+m2(s, b(s), b
′(s), b′′(s))ṡ2

+f(s, b(s), b′(s))] + c(s, b(s), b′(s)) = u(s)
(15)

where R(s) is defined ascos(ψ0(s)) −sin(ψ0(s)) 0
sin(ψ0(s)) cos(ψ0(s)) 0

0 0 1

 (16)

and represents the rotation from the fixed reference
axis coordinates to body coordinates. The compo-
nent c(s, b(s), b′(s)) is excluded from this operation,
since it is already defined in body coordinates.

Next, as in [26], one must perform a change of the
integration variable of the minimum time integral
from time, t, to space, s

T =

∫ T

0

1dt =

∫ s(T )

s(0)

ds

ṡ
=

∫ 1

0

ds

ṡ
(17)

Second, two new optimization variables are intro-
duced

a(s) = s̈

f(s) = ṡ2
(18)

To ensure the relation between a(s) and f(s) an
additional constraint is added

f ′(s) = 2a(s) (19)

which comes from
ḟ(s) = f ′ṡ (20)

and

ḟ(s) =
d(ṡ2)

dt
= 2s̈ṡ = 2a(s)ṡ (21)

Resorting to equation 15 and defining c(s) = b′(s)
and d(s) = b′′(s), one can formulate the minimum
time trajectory problem, following the afore men-
tioned notation, as an optimal control problem:

min
a(·),f(·),b(·),c(·),d(·),u(·)

∫ 1

0

1√
f(s)

(22)

+
γ1√
f(s)

(
n∑
i=1

u2i (s)

ū2i

)
+ γ2

(
n∑
i=1

|u′i(s)|
|ūi|

)
ds

(23)

subject to u(s) = R(s) [m1(s, b(s), b
′(s))a(s)

+ m2(s, b(s), b
′(s), b′′(s))f(s) + f(s, b(s), b′(s))]

+ c(s, b(s), b′(s)) (24)

f(0) = ṡ20 (25)

f(1) = ṡ2T (26)

b(0) = b0 (27)

b(1) = bT (28)

f ′(s) = 2a(s) (29)

b′(s) = c(s) (30)

c′(s) = d(s) (31)

f(s) ≥ 0 (32)

− bmax ≤ b(s) ≤ bmax (33)

α(s) ≤ g(q̇(s), δ(s)) ≤ ᾱ(s) (34)

u(s(t)) ≤ u(t) ≤ ū(s(t)) (35)

for s ∈ [0, 1] (36)

in which b0 and bT represent, respectively, the vehi-
cle starting and finishing transversal deviation from
the reference trajectory. ṡ20 and ṡ

2
T represent the ini-

tial and final velocities of the vehicle, respectively.
The problem defined by equations 23-36 can be re-
garded as an optimal control problem in differential
algebraic form (DAE), with pseudo time s, three
differential states b, c and f , an algebraic state vari-
able u and two input variables a and d.

The two last terms of equation 23 represent ad-
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ditional weightings to the objective function. The
first term is defined as the thermal energy which is
computed as∫ 1

0

u2i (s)dt =

∫ 1

0

u2i (s)

ṡ
ds =

∫ 1

0

u2i (s)√
f(s)

ds (37)

The second term is the integral of the absolute
value of the inputs rate of change, which is useful
to avoid jitter, and is defined as∫ T

0

|u̇i(s)|dt =
∫ 1

0

|u′i(s)ṡ|
ṡ

ds =

∫ 1

0

|u′i(s)|ds (38)

Equation 34 is an example of a constraint that
can be added, in this case is limiting the slip angle
between a lower bound, α(s), and an upper bound,
ᾱ(s). Many other constraints and weights of the
objective can be added [21].

To guarantee the convexity of an optimization
problem one must have a convex objective function,
linear dynamic system and convex constraints. In
equations 23-36, the objective function is convex,
because a power function is convex [31], but the
dynamic system, equation 24, is not linear due to
the terms b(s), c(s) and d(s). Although the other
system constraints are convex, the fact that the sys-
tem dynamics is nonlinear defines this problem as
non-convex. It is easy to prove that if b tends to
zero the problem is one of path tracking, which has
been proved to be convex [21, 26].

IV. Numerical Solution

To solve the generalized optimal control problem
there are three well recognized methods. Dynamic
programming methods [17, 14, 32], which are by
nature a decision-based method instead of a gradi-
ent based, hence falling in a group of methods that
require a very careful implementation due to the
sequential way this method solve the problem. Fur-
thermore, dynamic programming is O(n), requir-
ing, therefore, considerable computational time.
The second method falls under the category of
indirect methods, which are characterized by the
several sub-steps necessary to solve the problem
[12, 11]. At last, most recently, methods such as
the direct method, motivated by the work devel-
oped by [18, 19] and others, allowed the solution
of the optimal control using quadratic and/or con-
vex optimization methods. This set of solutions is
also called direct transcription. Reformulating the
problem obtained from the direct transcrption one
can get to a convex optimal control problem in the
form of a Second Order Cone Programming, thus
enabling the use of efficient mature solvers, such
as SeDuMi [33] or CVX [34], as suggested by [21].
In this section, firstly, one demonstrates the direct
transcription method applied to the general optimal

control problem, transforming it in a large scale op-
timization problem. Secondly, for the special case of
path tracking, a Second Order Cone Programming
formulation is employed.

Direct Transcription

For the direct transcription adopted in this work,
first the path, s ∈ [0, 1], is discretized, resulting in
K + 1 points, as in equation 39.

s0 = 0 ≤ sk ≤ sK for k = 0, ..., k (39)

Next the acceleration, a(·), is parametrized as a
piecewise constant function, fig. 11 in Appendix,
the squared velocity, f(·), is consequently a piece-
wise constant function, fig. 12 in Appendix , and
the inputs, ui(·) result to be piecewise nonlinear
functions. Analogously, the optimal control in DAE
form input d(·) is parametrized as a piecewise con-
stant function, fig. 8 in Appendix, the first spatial
derivative of b(s), c(·), is piecewise linear, fig. 9 in
Appendix, and thereupon the path transversal posi-
tion b(·) is piecewise quadratic, fig. 10 in Appendix.
Therefore, to d is evaluated at the middle points,
dk = d(sk+

1
2 ), c is evaluated at the end points and

in the middle function, its values is ck+
1
2 = ck+ck+1

2
and, finally b also has its transcribed values at the
end points but can be computed at middle points

by bk+
1
2 = bk + ck∆sk

2 +
dk∆s2k

8 .
One can easily infer that due to the discretization

the relations between d, c and b are

bk+1 − bk = ∆skc
k +

1

2
∆s2kd

k

ck+1 − ck = ∆skd
k

(40)

So, following such transcription, it is useful to de-
fine fk on the grid points sk and one can define the
continuous velocity function, due to the assumption
of piecewise linear, as

f(s) = fk +
fk+1 − fk

sk+1 − sk
(s− sk) for s ∈ [sk, sk+1]

(41)
From here on, it is assumed that f(sk) = fk and,

by ease of implementation, ak and uki are evaluated

at the middle points, particularly at sk+
1
2 , as can

be inspected in fig. 11 to 13 in Appendix. Hence,
ak = a(sk+

1
2 ) and uki = ui(s

k+ 1
2 ).

It is important to mention that the evaluation of
R(s), x0(s),y0(s), ψ0(s) and equations 9 is done at
middle points and its computation is performed in
pre-processing, which relieves optimization compu-
tational cost.

To arrive at the optimization problem in its final
form, for sake of space, one only presented the final
equations, more details can be found in [21, 26].
Hence, the optimization problem after the direct
transcription can be regarded as
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min
ak,fk,bk,ck,dk,uk

K−1∑
k=0

2∆sk
(
1 + γ1

∑n
i=1

(uk
i )

2

ū2
i

)
√
fk +

√
fk+1

+ γ2

K−1∑
k=0

(
n∑
i=1

|∆uki |
|ūi|

)
(42)

subject to uk = Rk
[
m1(s

k, bk+
1
2 , ck+

1
2 )ak

+m2(s
k, bk+

1
2 , ck+

1
2 , dk)fk+

1
2+

+fk(sk, bk+
1
2 , ck+

1
2 )
]
+ c(sk, bk+

1
2 , ck+

1
2 ) (43)

f0 = ṡ20 (44)

fK = ṡ2T (45)

b0 = b0 (46)

bK = bT (47)

(fk+1 − fk) = 2ak∆k (48)

bk+1 − bk = ∆skc
k +

1

2
∆s2kd

k (49)

ck+1 − ck = ∆skd
k (50)

fk ≥ 0 (51)

− bmax ≤ bk ≤ bmax (52)

αk ≤ g(qk0 ,n
k,n′k, bk+

1
2 , ck+

1
2 , δk) ≤ ᾱk (53)

uk ≤ uk ≤ ūk (54)

for s ∈ [0, 1] (55)

The nonlinear optimization problem of 42-55 ,
formulated in this form, appears to be simple and
well formulated. The issue is that the problem
is nonlinear and non-convex, due to its nonlinear
constraints, and, therefore, much more difficult to
solve. An important statement is that the nonlin-
earity comes from the variables bk, ck and dk and it
is easy to prove that if ck and dk are zero, than
the problem falls in the convex problem of path
tracking. Thus, if one considers bk, ck and dk to
be small, which, actually, is a reasonable assump-
tion on a race track, since bmax is usually small and
the racing line is supposed to be smooth, the con-
straints 43 may be considered slightly near linear,
enabling the use, without much error, of previously
mentioned SCP and SQP methods to linearize the
constraints.

Second Order Cone Programming

The second order cone program is a type of opti-
mization in which a linear function is minimized
over the intersection of an affine set and the prod-
uct of second-order (quadratic) cones [35]. Fur-
thermore, SOCP are nonlinear convex problems
that include not only linear but also quadratic pro-
grams as particular cases. One of the main advan-
tages of SOCP are the several primal-dual interior-

point methods that have been developed over the
last two decades, which allow the solution of dif-
ficult problems in a very fast and efficient fash-
ion. A wide band of applications of optimal con-
trol problems have been successfully solved using
SOCP, power electronics [36], switching problems
[37], smart buildings climate control [38] and, fi-
nally, optimal path tracking for manipulator robots
[21].

A second order cone programming problem is of
the form

minhTx (56)

subject to ∥ Aix+ bi ∥≤ cTi x+ di, (57)

with i = 1, ..., N (58)

with x ∈ Rn as the optimization variable, and the
problem parameters are h ∈ Rn, Ai ∈ Rni−1, bi ∈
Rni−1, ci ∈ Rn and di ∈ R. The operator ∥ (·) ∥
is defined as the standard Euclidean norm, ∥ x ∥=(
xTx

) 1
2 .

The second order cone constraint of dimension ni
is the inequation

∥ Aix+ bi ∥≤ cTi x+ di (59)

The standard cone of dimension k, which is also
called Lorentz cone, is defined as

Hk =

{[
x
w

]
|x ∈ Rk−1, w ∈ R, ∥ x ∥≤ w

}
(60)

The set of points defining a second order cone
constraint are given by

∥ Aix+bi ∥≤ cTi x+di ⇔
[
Ai
cTi

]
x+

[
ci
di

]
∈ Hni (61)

which is convex, thus SOCP is a convex program-
ming problem since the objective function and the
constraints both define convex sets. Several suit-
able SOCP objective functions and constraints can
be found in [35].

To what concerns the scope of this work, one
has to reformulate the objective function and con-
straints of problem 42-55, and to that end a new
set of optimization variables must be introduced.
An issue when adding new optimization variables is
that frequently the physical meaning is lost, but, as
mentioned before, this is done in regard of substan-
tial increase of computational efficiency.

To rewrite equation the previous objective func-
tion 42 as linear, one has to introduce slack vari-
ables dk with k = 0, ...,K − 1 and ek ∈ ℜn for
k = 1, ...,K − 1, in a way that equation 42 may be
rewritten as

K−1∑
k=0

2∆skdk + γ2

max∑
k=1

1Tek (62)

with 1 ∈ ℜn as dimension n vector with all en-
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tries equal to 1. It is now necessary to augment the
problem 42-55 with the inequalities contraints [21]

1 + γ1
∑i=1
n

(uk
i )

2

ū2
i√

fk+1 +
√
fk

≤ dk, for k = 0, ...,K − 1

(63)

and

−ek ≤


∆uk

1

|ū1|
...

∆uk
n

|ūn|

 ≤ ek, for k = 0, ...,K − 1 (64)

Additionally, to obtain a SOCP, constraints 63
must be replaced by two equivalent constraints by
introducing variables ck for k = 0, ...,K as

1 + γ1
∑i=1
n

(uk
i )

2

ū2
i√

ck+1 +
√
ck

≤dk , for k = 0, ...,K − 1

ck ≤
√
fk , for k = 0, ...,K

(65)

Now, conditions 65 may be rewritten as two sec-
ond order cone constraints

1 + γ1
∑i=1
n

(uk
i )

2

ū2
i√

ck+1 +
√
ck

≤dk ⇔

⇔

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

2
√
γ1

uk
1

ū1

...

2
√
γ1

uk
n

ūn

ck+1 + ck − dk

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ck+1 + ck + dk

for k =0, ...,K − 1

(66)

and

ck ≤
√
bk ⇔

∥∥∥∥ 2ck

bk − 1

∥∥∥∥ ≤ bk + 1, for k = 0, ...,K

(67)

After defining the new linear objective function
and the second order cone constraints one can fi-
nally arrive at the minimum time problem formula-
tion in the classic SOCP form 56-58

min
ak,fk,uk,ck,dk,ek

K−1∑
k=0

2∆skdk + γ2

K−1∑
k=1

1Tek (68)

subject to uk = m(sk+
1
2 )ak + c(sk+

1
2 )f(s) + f(sk+

1
2 )

(69)

f(0) = ṡ20 (70)

f(K) = ṡ2T (71)

(fk+1 − fk) = 2ak∆k (72)

α(sk+
1
2 ) ≤ g(q̇(sk+

1
2 ), δk) ≤ ᾱ(sk+

1
2 ) (73)

u(sk+
1
2 ) ≤ uk ≤ ū(sk+

1
2 ) (74)∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

2
√
γ1

uk
1

ū1

...

2
√
γ1

uk
n

ūn

ck+1 + ck − dk

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ ck+1 + ck + dk, for k = 0, ...,K − 1

(75)∥∥∥∥ 2ck

bk − 1

∥∥∥∥ ≤ bk + 1 and fk ≥ 0, for k = 0, ...,K

(76)

− ek ≤


∆uk

1

|ū1|
...

∆uk
n

|ūn|

 ≤ ek, for k = 1, ...,K − 1 (77)

for s ∈ [0, 1] (78)

The formulation as a SOCP may not be the sim-
plest, due to the introduction of auxiliary variables
ak,ck, dk and ek, yet it allows the use of much effi-
cient solvers, for further details see [21]. Using this
formulation, after obtaining a solution, one uses the
variable bk to compute the minimum time over the
fixed path

t(s) =

∫ 1

0

1√
b(s)

ds (79)

V. Numerical Results

In this section the results of the afore mentioned
methods are presented. First, the results of the
optimal control trajectory optimization are shown
and next, for the same, track, the results of the
optimal control SOCP formulation path tracking
are presented. The car parameters used were
m = 0.68Kg, Cαf

= 8 N/rad, Cαr = 8 N/rad,

a1 = 0.08025m, a2 = 0.084975m, Iz = 0.01Kgm2,
δmax = 22 degrees and K = 0.25. Regarding the
optimization parameters, 75 points equally spaced
points were used to discretize the path, γ2 was set to
1e−2 and a slip angle limitation, |α| ≤ 5, was intro-
duced. In fig. 3 one can find the obtained path, in
which the tendency to increase the curvature radius

7



is obvious, since an higher radius leads to greater
longitudinal velocity, represented in fig. 4. As for
the longitudinal velocity, a more careful optimiza-
tion parameters choice, namely γ2, would eliminate
the oscillations, which are clear in the inputs fig.
5. It is difficult to say that these results are global
optimal, due to the non-convexity of the problem.
These results were obtained using the Sequential
Quadratic Programming(SQP) solver of the MAT-
LAB function fmincon, which linearizes the problem
at each iteration to overcome the nonlinearity. Even
though, this issue might have not been surpassed.

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

X [m]

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5
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[m

]

Figure 3: Optimal control minimum time trajectory
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Figure 4: Optimal control minimum time trajectory
longitudinal velocity in m/s
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Figure 5: Optimal control minimum time trajectory
longitudinal normalized inputs

For the special case of the optimal control path

tracking, for the fig. 3 track’s middle line, the longi-
tudinal velocity is in fig. 6 and the inputs in fig. 7.
This algorithm delivered a very smooth longitudinal
velocity profile likewise the inputs. The algorithm
processing time is reduced, about 3.5 seconds, us-
ing 200 points for the path discretization, using an
Intel i5 2410m processor in a machine with 4Gb of
RAM.

Both formulations proved to be effective and, re-
garding the SOCP formulation, very efficient. Nev-
ertheless, it still lacks a more mature tyre model,
which justifies the steering angle of 1 in fig. 5 and
7, since the current model assumes the lateral force
varies linearly with the slip angle, which increases
as the steering angle increases.
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Figure 6: Optimal control minimum time longitu-
dinal velocity in m/s
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Figure 7: Pedal input and steering inputs, up and
δ.

VI. Conclusions

In this work the minimum lap time is formulated
as an optimal control problem. Vehicle dynamics
were taken in account to obtain the minimum time
problem. Next it was reformulated as a large scale
optimization method using a direct transcription
method. The results obtained could be improved
by adapting the solvers used to be able to solve
nonlinear optimization problems.
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VII. Appendix

Figures 8-13 represent the parametrization done on
the direct transcription applied in the minimum
time optimal control trajectory optimization and
minimum time optimal control path tracking for-
mulations.
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Figure 8: Second spatial derivative of b(s), d(s),
represented as a piecewise constant function for s ∈
[0, 1]
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Figure 9: First spatial derivative of b(s), c(s), rep-
resented as a piecewise linear function for s ∈ [0, 1]
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Figure 10: Car transversal position in the track,
b(s), represented as piecewise quadratic functions
for s ∈ [0, 1]
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Figure 11: Acceleration, a(s), represented as a
piecewise constant function for s ∈ [0, 1]
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Figure 12: Velocity, f(s), represented as a piecewise
linear function for s ∈ [0, 1]
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